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Abstract—Taking advantage of the growing number of cores
in supercomputers to increase the scalabilty of parallel programs
is an increasing challenge. Many advanced profiling tools have
been developed to assist programmers in the process of analyzing
data related to the execution of their program. Programmers
can act upon the information generated by these data and make
their programs reach higher performance levels. However, the
information provided by profiling tools is generally designed
to optimize the program for a specific execution environment,
with a target number of cores and a target problem size. A
code optimization driven towards scalability rather than specific
performance requires the analysis of many distinct execution
environments instead of details about a single environment. With
the goal of providing more useful information for the analysis and
optimization of code for parallel scalability, this work introduces
the PaScal Viewer tool. It presents an novel and productive way
to visualize scalability trends of parallel programs. It consists
of four diagrams that offers visual support to identify parallel
efficiency trends of the whole program, or parts of it, when
running on scaling parallel environments with scaling problem
sizes.
Index Terms—parallel programming, efficiency, scalability,
performance optimization, visualization tool

I. I NTRODUCTION
The number of cores in supercomputers continues to grow.
Taking advantage of this to increase the performance of
parallel programs is a continuous challenge. Developers must
understand how their program behaves when more cores are
used to process data, when more data need to be processed,
or both—when data need to be processed by more cores.
Many techniques and profiling tools have been developed to
assist programmers in the process of collecting and analyzing
data related to the execution of their program [1]. These tools
provide a large amount of information, measurements, details,
and characteristics of the program. All of this information is
usually related to one single execution of the program in a
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particular environment. The configuration of this environment
includes the number of cores, their operating frequency, and
the size of the input data or the problem size. Among the various collected information, the elapsed time in each function
of the code, the number of function calls, and the memory
consumption of the program can be cited to name just a few
[2]. It is possible to measure the parallel efficiency of the
program in the analyzed environment. However, this value
would probably change if the same program is executed in
different environments. For this reason, from the information
collected from a single run alone, it is not possible to evaluate
how the efficiency will evolve when the program is executed
with a different number of cores or with a different problem
size. To discover the efficiency trends, developers need to
perform the same analysis in many different environments.
Then, they can compare the data manually and say if and
when the algorithm tends to be scalable.
The information provided by these profiling tools is very
useful to optimize the program execution for a single environment, with a target number of cores and a target problem size.
However, when the goal is to analyze and optimize the code
for parallel scalability, developers need to focus their attention
on the variation of efficiency values when the program runs
in many distinct execution configurations. In this case, it is
more relevant to know fewer details about many executions
than many more details about a single execution. In addition,
current profiling tools use different techniques for collecting
and analyzing data and, in some cases, they are developed for
specific architectures and/or different parallelization models.
These tools present the information collected in large data
tables or complex graphs, and because of that, demand a
”good” knowledge of their visualization interfaces [3]. Some
approaches, such as [4], present the efficiency values for
different environments in a single line chart. From such chart,
developers could infer the program scalability trends, but this
task is not always simple for a large number of environment

configurations are depicted. Weak scalability trend are also
difficult to infer from these line charts.
SPERF is a simple tool that can automatically instrument
parallel code with the insertion of time measurement [5].
From these measurements, developers can assess the execution
time of each parallel region or regions of interest. With
these specific time measurements, developers can verify the
efficiency of the whole program or part of it. They can check,
for example, if the scalability of the program as a whole
deteriorates because of a specific region. In this way, they can
focus in code regions that breaks scalability, much in the same
way they do for optimizing single-run performance bottlenecks
using traditional tools. This work uses the output of SPERF to
construct visualization diagrams that unveils scalability trends.
However, since the output of SPERF is a formatted text file,
it can also be generated by another tool or by a productivity
script.
This paper presents a visualization tool for the scalability
analysis of parallel programs. For this, the tool takes as input
the execution time measurements of a program in different
configuration environments as provided by SPERF, translates
these values into the corresponding efficiency values, and
presents, through simple diagrams, the efficiency trends of this
program. The objective of the tool is to avoid a tedious manual
comparison of efficiency values. The tool is independent of
architecture, parallelization model or profiling tool. It displays
four color diagrams related to each analyzed region. One
diagram holds the efficiency values and the other three show
the variation of these values: when the number of cores is
fixed; when the problem size is fixed; and when the number
of cores and the problem size change proportionally at given
rates. This tool can assist developers during the scalability
analysis of their parallel programs in a simple and productive
way. It helps on the identification of hot spots that when
refactored could optimize the program scalability.
The remainder of this work is organized as follows Section
II describes the tool and its color diagrams. The results of
a simple case study are presented in Section III. Section
IV presents the related work. And finally the contribution is
summarized in Section V with an outlook of future works.
II. T HE PA S CAL V IEWER
This work presents a tool that introduces a novel and
productive way to view the scalability trends of a parallel
program, named Parallel Scalability Viewer or simply PaScal
Viewer. For this, the tool translates the efficiency values
collected from program executions into four color diagrams.
These diagrams offer support to identify efficiency variation
when the program runs on parallel environments and when it
processes different amounts of data. In this sense, the tool aids
developers in the identification of parallel scalability, including
the analysis of whether this scalability is weak or strong, for
the whole program or parts of it.
The tool is presented as a web-based application implemented in the Python programming language and the Django

framework [6]. The color diagrams are drawn using Bokeh,
an interactive visualization library [7].
A. The Color Diagrams
The proposed color diagrams simplify the understanding
and the visualization of the scalability trends from a parallel
program. Fig. 1 presents the four diagrams generated from
execution data collected from a theoretical program with the
following characteristics:
2
• The serial execution time is given by T Serial = n ;
2
• The parallel execution time is given by T Parallel = n /p+
log2(p);
• p corresponds to the number of cores and n corresponds
to the problem size;
Each diagram is presented as a graphic of two axes. The
horizontal axis corresponds to the number of cores and the
vertical axis corresponds to the problem size. Both are organized in same order presented in the input file. The numerical
values of each diagram element can be visualized in a tooltip,
as shown in Fig.1.
The diagram located on the upper left corner of Fig. 1
presents the parallel efficiency values. Each element of the
diagram, represented by a color, corresponds to a particular
execution scenario, with a specific number of cores and problem size. The numerical values depicted in this first diagram
are showed at Table I and Fig. 2. These values serve as base
for constructing the other three diagrams and provide a general
view of the program behavior.
TABLE I
E FFICIENCY VALUES OF A THEORETICAL PROGRAM .

The other three diagrams present the results of the difference
between the efficiency values represented in the first diagram
for each two bordering execution scenarios. The colors in these
diagrams change according to two distinct ranges. One range
for the positive values and another for the negative ones. In the
case of Fig. 1, the color range for the positive values varies
from white to green (from #FFFFFF to #004337, in RGB)
and for the negative values varies from white to brown (from
#FFFFFF to #5D3506, in RGB).
The diagram located on the bottom left corner allows the
scalability analysis of the program when the number of cores
is fixed and the problem size increases. From it, developers
can observe the general scalability trends of a program with
relation to the increase of problem size. In this diagram,

Fig. 1. Scalability diagrams of a theoretical program. The number of cores varies according to 1, 2, 4, 8, 16, 32, 64, 128, 256, 512, 1024, 2048 and 4096.
The problem size, i1 to i13, varies according to 10, 20, 40, 80, 160, 320, 640, 1280, 2560, 5120, 10240, 20480 and 40960.

fixed and the number of cores increases. From this diagram,
developers can observe the strong scalability trends of a
program. The elements of this diagram show the difference
between the efficiency values of two bordering configurations
that use the same problem size. In this case, the values are
given by
f (x + 1, y) − f (x, y).
(2)

Fig. 2. Line chart with efficiency values in % of a theoretical program.

each element corresponds to the difference between efficiency
values of two bordering configurations that use the same
number of cores but with higher problem size. The values
of each cell is given by
f (x, y + 1) − f (x, y),

(1)

where x represents the number of cores and y represents the
problem size, both, presented in the efficiency diagram.
The diagram located on the upper right corner allows the
scalability analysis of the program when the problem size is

The diagram located on the bottom right corner allows the
observation of weak scalability trends. The weak scalability
trends can be identified in this diagram if the efficiency values
increase or remain constant when the number of cores and the
problem size used in executions scenarios increases with the
same rate. In this case, the elements correspond the difference
between the efficiency values of two bordering configurations
in relation to the configuration that uses the higher number of
cores and the higher problem size. These values are given by
f (x + 1, y + 1) − f (x, y).

(3)

These diagrams allow the visualization of the scalability
trends of a program in a more dynamic and productive way
because it is simpler and easier to focus the attention on a color
variation than in the analysis of data presented in tables or line
charts, as in Table I or Fig. 2. The PaScal Viewer presents the
file name and the number of code lines that originated each
diagrams set.

From the diagrams of Fig. 1, one can infer that: a) to
any number of cores, when the problem size increases the
efficiency values increase too, therefore, the program can be
considered generally scalable; b) there is a limit to each
problem size at which the increase of number of cores means
efficiency improvement; increasing cores above this limit holds
efficiency values constant; c) increasing the number of cores
with any constant problem size decreases the efficiency values,
therefore, the program is not strongly scalable; and d) there is
no efficiency drop when the number of cores and the problem
size increases at the same rate; therefore the program is weakly
scalable.
B. Input File Format
The four diagrams of PaScal Viewer are drawn from execution time measurements of a program. The tool does not
measure the execution times. It reads them from an input
file, translates them into efficiency values and then draw the
diagrams.
The input file can be generated directly by a profiling tool,
such as SPERF. SPERF is a simple profiling tool that allows
the instrumentation of C/C++ programs and that exports the
analysis data to .json, .xml and .csv file formats [5]. The
input file can also be generated manually, or from another
comfortable tool or script. It is a simple text file that contains
data from all parts of the program, as shown in Fig 3 for
the .json format. The data consists of the identification of
each part analyzed, the number of cores, the problem size
and the execution times of all execution scenarios. The data
structure allows the inclusion of time measurements to various
executions. The PaScal Viewer uses the median of these values
to compute the efficiency translated into the diagrams.
The data on the .json file are structured in arrays and objects
according to the following understanding: a) the program can
have various parallel regions; b) a parallel region can be
executed one or many times with different input sizes; and
c) for a specific input size, the program can be executed many
times with different number of cores.
III. C ASE S TUDIES
In order to show the effectiveness of PaScal Viewer, three
specific applications from the PARSEC Benchmark Suite were
used as a case studies. PARSEC is a suite of application for
chip-multiprocessors that incorporates a selection of different
combinations of parallel models and execution workloads. It is
a package with applications that represent real computational
challenges [8].
The applications chosen for these case studies were Blackscholes, Bodytrack and Freqmine. Two of these applications
have inner parallel regions and therefore allow the analysis of
the effect of their scalability on the efficiency trends of whole
application. Freqmine is the one that has no inner regions.
The applications were executed in a 32-core shared memory
machine with 1, 2, 4, 8, 16 and 32 cores and with 10 distinct
problem sizes: i1, i2, i3, i4, i5, i6, i7, i8, i9 and i10. The i2
problem size is twice as large as the i1 problem size; the i3

Fig. 3. The structure of the PaScal Viewer input file.

problem size is twice the as large as i2 problem size, and so
on. The SPERF tool was used to collect the execution time
measurements and to generate the .json input file for the PaScal
Viewer.

A. The Blackscholes application
Blascksholes is an application from the financial domain
analysis that solves a partial differential equation to calculate
the prices of a given number of financial options. This application has just one inner parallel region.
The diagrams of Fig. 4 refer to the whole program and the
diagrams of Fig. 5 describe the behavior of the inner parallel
part. From the diagrams of Fig. 4, one can infer that: a) for
any number of cores, the program presents better efficiency
values for smaller problem sizes, and almost does not scale
when the problem size increases; b) the program is not strong
scalable in any scenario; and c) the program is not weakly
scalable in any scenario.
The diagrams of Fig. 5 allow the following interpretation: a)
the region presents better efficiency values for higher number
of cores; b) the region is scalable because it does not present
efficiency drop for increasing problem sizes; c) the increase
in the number of cores does not improve the efficiency of
the region, so it is not strongly scalable; and d) the region
does not present weak scalability considering that increasing
the number of cores and problem size proportionally does not
improve the efficiency of the region.

B. The Bodytrack application
Bodytrack is an application of computer vision that tracks a
human body from the analysis of an image sequence [8]. This
application has three inner parallel regions.
The diagrams of Fig. 6 refers to the whole program. The
diagrams of Fig. 7, Fig. 8 and Fig. 9 describe the behavior of
three inner parallel regions of the program. From the diagrams
of Fig. 6, one can realize a similar behavior to Blackscholes
where: a) the program presents better efficiency values for
smaller problem sizes; b) the program is not strong scalable;
and c) the program is not weakly scalable. Although the
two programs present resembling scalability trends, one can
identify that the Bodytrack scale less than Blackscholes as the
problem size increases.
The diagrams of Fig. 7 and Fig. 8 demonstrate similar
scalability trends for the two analyzed regions. The analysis
of these diagrams allow the following interpretation: a) for
any number of cores, there is efficiency drop when the input
size increases, with exception of i10 input size; b) the regions
are scalable for just the i10 input size; c) the increases in the
number of cores worsen the efficiency of the regions, so they
are not strongly scalable; and d) the regions do not present
weak scalability. From the number of cores and input sizes
presented in this case study, one can not infer if for input
sizes greater than i10 the scalability indexes will continue to
increase.
The diagrams of Fig. 9 allows the following interpretation:
a) for any number of cores, there is no clear improvement on
the scalability trends; b) the region is not scalable because,
in many cases, it presents efficiency drop when the problem
sizes increases; c) it is not strongly scalable; and d) the region
does not present weak scalability.
From the inner regions diagrams, one can infer that the
efficiency drop of Bodytrack application to larger input sizes
is related to the scalability of their inner parallel regions.
In this case, the scalability of the whole program deteriorate
influenced by its inner parts.

Fig. 5. Scalability diagrams for the inner parallel region of the Blackscholes
application.

Fig. 6. Scalability diagrams for the whole Bodytrack application.

C. The Freqmine application
Freqmine is an application that identifies patterns in a
transaction database through data mining techniques. It is an
array-based version of the frequent pattern-growth method for
frequent itemset mining.

Fig. 4. Scalability diagrams for the whole Blackscholes application.

The diagrams of Fig. 10 refer to the analysis of whole program and allow the following interpretation: a) the Freqmine
program presents a continuously improving efficiency trend
with better values for larger number of cores and input sizes;
b) it is scalable because it does not present efficiency drop for
any increasing problem size; c) the increase in the number of
cores does not improve the efficiency of the program, so it
is not strongly scalable, however, for smaller input sizes, as
larger the number of cores the less is the loss of efficiency;
and d) it tends to present weak scalability for larger problem
numbers of cores and problem sizes although weak scalability
could only be seen for input size around the i8.

Fig. 7. Scalability diagrams for the first inner parallel region of the Bodytrack
application.

Fig. 8. Scalability diagrams for the second inner parallel region of the
Bodytrack application.

Fig. 9. Scalability diagrams for the third inner parallel region of the Bodytrack
application.

Fig. 10. Scalability diagrams for the whole Freqmine application.

V. C ONCLUSION AND F UTURE W ORKS
IV. R ELATED W ORKS
Since Gprof [9], before the multi-core era, profilers work
measuring the amount of routines calls and execution time
of sequential programs. With the popularization of parallel
architectures, the performance measurements became more
sophisticated. Several tools emerged, initially with basic resources [10], [11], and then becoming more complex with
advanced features and visualizations modes [12], [13], and,
in general, focusing on performance metrics for large-scale
parallel computer systems and applications [14], [15].
Instead of focusing on the profiling of a single run for
the optimization of the program in a specific configuration
environment, the PaScal Viewer proposes a simple approach
that mainly focus on the parallel efficiency of the applications.
The objective is to present visual evidence of scalability trends.
When targeting to specific regions of the code, this trend could
also reveal scalability bottlenecks.

The PaScal Viewer offers an efficient and productive way
to analyze the scalability trends of a parallel program. From
its four color diagrams, the tool simplifies the visualization of
the program’s parallel efficiency variation for multiple runs
with various distinct configuration scenarios. It allows the
identification of low scalability hot spots. That way, developers
can focus their attention in these hot spots to optimize the
program scalability.
As future work, the proposed tool will bring an interface
that presents the diagrams of inner parts of a program hierarchically. This hierarchical view can help to identify more
clearly how low scalability hot spots can impact the scalability
of the whole program. Additionally, support to analyzing the
scalability trends of finer parallel constructs like loops are also
being investigated.
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